1. Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is an enveloped, single-stranded, and positive (+)-sense RNA virus, belonging to the beta-coronavirus (CoV) genera in the family Coronaviridae. The genome of this and other emerging pathogenic human coronaviruses (CoVs) encodes four major structural proteins, including spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N), about 16 nonstructural proteins (nsp1–16), and five to eight accessory proteins; importantly, the S protein plays a critical role in viral attachment, fusion, entry, and transmission.1–3 It includes an N-terminal S1 subunit responsible for virus-receptor binding and a C-terminal S2 subunit responsible for virus-cell membrane fusion. S1 is further divided into an N-terminal domain and a receptor-binding domain. During the infection, CoV first binds to the host cell through an interaction between its S1-receptor-binding domain and the cell membrane receptor, causing conformational alterations in the S2 subunit that result in virus fusion and entry into the target cell.1,4–6

Considering the urgency of global healthcare, various technologies, including whole-genome sequencing and computed tomography (CT) imaging have been employed for the diagnosis of infected humans. Importantly, rapid and sensitive diagnosis and detection are urgently needed for epidemiological measurement, infection control, antiviral treatment and vaccine research.5,7 Considerable efforts have also been made to detect and prevent various patterns of community transmission (Fig. 1). Generally, diverse diagnostic and testing kits/assays, such as real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-based immunoassays, thermal screening guns, and point-of-care (POC) tests, have been employed or are under further investigation for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 and characterizing the cellular and antibody responses to viral infections. However, these methods have some drawbacks and restrictions/limitations, including high costs, nonspecificity, false positive/negative responses, long duration of testing, and they are labor intensive.2,8

Typically, methods for the detection of viral infections are based on molecular diagnostics, with the potential to detect the presence of the pathogen, either by recognizing its genetic material or the unique markers of the pathogen itself. In the case of COVID-19, molecular diagnosis mainly relies on the detection of RNA of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. However, detection based on viral proteins can be considered, but unlike nucleic acids, proteins cannot be directly amplified; with no amplification, direct detection of trace amounts of viral proteins is very challenging, and may have some limitations for detection.8

The molecular-based methods generally require samples containing viruses from patients, including nasopharyngeal swabs.
(most reliable) or sputum samples. Moreover, these molecular-based techniques are comparatively more sensitive and are quicker than immunoassays, and could be utilized not only in a facile form towards the manual detection of a virus, but also as an embedded component of more complex systems. Despite these promising applications, most of them still have diverse potential limitations in accuracy, repeatability, specificity, and sensitivity, often caused by the high genetic variability of several viruses. On the other hand, real-time polymerase chain reaction technology (RT-PCR) has been generally deployed as a routine diagnosis method for the detection of CoVs.\textsuperscript{10} However, some false positive/negative responses are observed, especially in the case of COVID-19. Although, RT-PCR analyses are broadly applied, the testing capacity and availability cannot meet the unprecedented global demands for rapid, low-cost, reliable, and broadly accessible molecular diagnosis. Some challenging issues regarding the collection/treatment of specimens and the amplification and identification of viral RNA, as well as the validation procedure of clinical sensitivity/specificity, still remain.

Some important diagnostic methods for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 are summarized in Fig. 2.\textsuperscript{11–13} Currently, COVID-19 detection is mainly based on the combination of some techniques which include RT-PCR, chest X-ray, CT scans, and identification of some main biomarkers in the blood; the detection of the level
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Fig. 1 Some important biosensing methods and surface analysis techniques with the potential for detecting SARS-CoV-2.
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Fig. 2 Important detection methods and their key features.
of biomarkers, including procalcitonin (low level), C-reactive protein (elevated level), lymphocyte counts (low level), and interleukins 6 and 10 (high concentrations) are important. Additionally, ELISA and nucleic acid mediated assays provide considerable amplification of detection signals, permitting indirect detection of specific proteins; they require affinity ligands (e.g., antibodies, receptors, aptamers, and peptides) for binding with the precise viral proteins (the binding affinity/specificity are important issues).

Detection based on non-contact optical approaches is important for controlling the spread of viruses and surface disinfection. In this regard, strategies based on nanomaterials and nanotechnology are efficiently applied for the rapid detection of viruses. Indeed, there are various nano-based structures, including metallic nanoparticles (NPs), graphene oxide (GO), graphene, quantum dots (QDs), polymeric nanomaterials, nano-composites and carbon nanotubes for the diagnosis of viral infectious diseases and the detection of pathogenic viruses. For instance, gold NPs combined with silver staining have been applied for the identification of HPV (human papillomavirus) in cervical carcinoma cells. These metallic nanoparticle (NP)-based detection methods are reported for various types of clinically relevant viruses with a particular focus on NP bio-hybrid systems, virus detection targets, and assay modalities. DNA, RNA, antibodies and antigens conjugated to the surface of various NPs can be utilized for rapid, sensitive, specific, direct and facile detection with extraordinary multiplexing potentials. Furthermore, the functionalization of nanomaterials with antibodies or nucleic acids can be employed for nano-based detection techniques, through antigen-binding/colorimetric assays and light/photothermal systems and platforms (Fig. 3). It should be noted that because of the superior surface-to-volume ratios, nanostructure materials can take part in remarkably suitable surface interactions between sensors and analytes, or any chemical constituents that should be measured or evaluated, permitting highly-qualified and sensitive viral detection with a good reliability and selectivity. On the other hand, biosensors are suitable for viral detection with a good sensitivity/ selectivity, and can be employed for immediate measurements with robust and easy to perform processes. They have remarkable potential for use in on-site field detection and

Fig. 3 Nano-based sensors for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 based on viral tagging and diagnostic assays: Ab, antibody; FRET, Förster resonance energy transfer; LSPR, localized surface plasmon resonance; NPs, nanoparticles; PNA, peptide nucleic acid; and PPT, photothermal therapy. Reproduced with permission from ref. 21.
### 2. Nano- and biosensors for SARS-CoV-2 detection

Owing to the possibility of such pandemics in the future and in order to control and prevent the further spread of viral diseases, there is an urgent and vital demand to develop rapid, sensitive and low cost methods for the detection of viruses and diagnosis of related viral infections. Nano- and biosensors can help provide rapid and sensitive detection of SARS-CoV-2 virus particles, helping to better control, diagnose and treat COVID-19.22,24,35 Generally, biosensor platforms for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 are based on three important aspects, including the target for identification (e.g., viral RNA and proteins, or human immunoglobulins), identification methods (based on aptamers, antibodies, nucleic acid probes, receptors), and the amplification of signals and transduction systems (based on electrical, surface plasmon resonance, electrochemical, optical, mechanical systems, and fluorescent signals).36 The interaction between the antibody and antigen or the receptor and related ligand can be identified through the conformational alterations of sensor proteins. Additionally, the detection based on enzymatic reactions is one of the most important recognition methods, as an example, the detection of proteolytic cleavage by precise protease.36

#### 2.1. For the detection of surface antigens and/or the whole virus

The detection of SARS-CoV-2 in medical samples was performed using a field-effect transistor (FET)-based biosensing gadget, and its performance/efficacy was evaluated by applying a cultured virus, antigen protein and nasopharyngeal swab samples from COVID-19 patients.32 For fabrication of the biosensor, the graphene sheets of the FET were coated by precise Ab against the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and these sheets were decorated with the SARS-CoV-2 spike Ab via 1-pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester as a probe linker. Thus, the produced FET tool could detect the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein at concentrations of 1 fg mL\(^{-1}\) in phosphate-buffered saline and a 100 fg mL\(^{-1}\) medical transfer vehicle. In addition, this sensor successfully detected SARS-CoV-2 in a culture with a limit of detection (LOD) of about 1.6 × 10^3 pfu mL\(^{-1}\) and medical tests with a LOD of about 2.42 × 10^3 copies mL\(^{-1}\). The FET biosensor exhibited a suitable sensitivity for the identification of COVID-19 with no sample pretreatment or labeling, but different materials may be considered for improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio.32 Importantly, the device showed no measurable cross-reactivity with the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

#### Table 1 Some important biosensors for the detection of CoVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognition element/analyte</th>
<th>Detection method</th>
<th>Limit of detection (LOD)</th>
<th>Range of detection</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-SARS-CoV N protein/SARS-CoV N protein</td>
<td>Optical-LSPR</td>
<td>1.00 pg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.100 pg mL(^{-1})–1.00 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV N protein/quantum dot-conjugated RNA aptamer</td>
<td>Optical-confocal laser scanning microscopy</td>
<td>0.100 pg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.1–50 pg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV 2 cDNA/SARS-CoV 2 nucleic acid</td>
<td>Optical-LSPR</td>
<td>0.220 pM</td>
<td>0.100 pM–1.00 μM</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV oligonucleotide probe</td>
<td>Optical-LSPR</td>
<td>2.00 nM</td>
<td>1.00 nM–1 μM</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV NG-8 aptamer/SARS-CoV helicase protein</td>
<td>Piezoelectric immunosensor</td>
<td>3.50 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.050–1.00 μg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>29 and 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERS-CoV and human CoV proteins/antibody for each virus</td>
<td>Electrochemical square wave voltammetry (SWV)</td>
<td>0.400 pg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.010–1.00 × 10^4 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2 Some important biosensing techniques used for SARS-CoV-2 detection and their properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biosensor type</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plasmonic biosensors</td>
<td>These biosensors are label-free and remarkably sensitive, and can be employed for various types of clinically interesting target analytes; human serum samples can be utilized without dilution for detecting nucleocapsid antibodies (specific against SARS-CoV-2) via applying a surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) biosensor.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field-effect transistor (FET)-based biosensing</td>
<td>FET-based biosensing platforms have various promising advantages, including the capability of being highly sensitive and to detect small volumes of target analyte instantaneously. These types of biosensors have the potential to be employed in clinical analysis, POC tests, and on-site diagnostics.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical biosensors</td>
<td>Electrochemical biosensors are used by researchers owing to their simplicity, high sensitivity/ specificity, ease of operation, cost-effectiveness, and ease of miniaturization and bulk fabrication. These biosensors also have POC usability in homes/clinics.</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based biosensors</td>
<td>These biosensors are used by researchers owing to their remarkably sensitive and quantitative determination of analytes using SERS-encoded NPs (SERS tags) as an alternative to colloidal gold to report a signal. There are three basic parts of SERS tags: gold/silver NPs as Raman enhanced substrates, adsorbed Raman reporter dyes to generate characteristic SERS signals, and precise antibodies for binding the targets.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POC analyses (Tables 1 and 2).22–25 This paper provides recent advances in the design of nano- and biosensors, as well as their important challenges and opportunities for SARS-CoV-2 detection and COVID-19 diagnosis.
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(MERS-CoV) antigen, demonstrating the remarkable potential of this sensor to identify the SARS-CoV-2 antigen protein from that of MERS-CoV.32

A biosensor for detection of the SARS-CoV-2 S1 spike protein expressed on the surface of the virus has been introduced.37 This biosensor was based on membrane-engineered mammalian cells bearing the human chimeric spike S1 antibody. It was revealed that the protein attachment to the membrane-bound antibodies caused the selective and remarkable alteration in the cellular bioelectric characteristics evaluated by applying an assay based on the bioelectric recognition approach. The prepared biosensor demonstrated an ultra-rapid behavior (~3 min) with a LOD of about 1 fg mL\(^{-1}\), and a semi-linear range of response between 10 fg and 1 \(\mu\)g mL\(^{-1}\). Additionally, no cross-reactivity could be detected against the SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid protein. The biosensor was designed as a ready-to-use platform, including a portable read-out device that functioned through a smartphone or tablet. It was revealed that this biosensor may be applicable for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 surface antigens with no further sample processing/managing, thus suggesting a promising approach for widespread screening/monitoring, and subsequently controlling the global CoV pandemic.37 In another investigation, rapid and direct optical measurement of SARS-CoV-2 viruses was introduced in one step, almost without any sample preparation by applying a spike protein specific nanoplasmonic resonance sensor.38 It was reported that the sensor detected as few as 30 virus particles in one step within 15 min (LOD = 370 \(\text{vp mL}^{-1}\)) (Fig. 4). Analysis of both the generic microplate reader and a handheld smartphone connected device revealed that this detection technique may be adopted rapidly under both a regular clinical environment and resource-limited settings.38

The decoration of nano-based particles with magnetic characteristics with precise receptors for viruses means that the attachment of virus molecules to the NPs can lead to magnetic extraction/separation by applying external magnetic fields.21 The viral detection system based on the viral genome, such as +ssRNA and the S (spike)-protein contained in SARS-CoV-2, was designed by applying magnetic NPs. For the detection of SARS-CoV-2, a giant magneto-resistive (GMR) biosensor along with magnetic NPs showed promising and sensitive biosensing potential, but additional evaluations should be systematically managed.39 Additionally, the G-quadruplex-based biosensor showed remarkable potential for the detection of SARS-CoV-2.40 The surface protein of SARS-CoV-2 is a potential target for detecting and treating this virus, which could be detected by the exclusive spatial structure of the G-quadruplex. The selected G-quadruplex sequences, as recognition elements, could be combined with other signal molecules to engineer different types of biosensors, in which SARS-CoV-2 was identified by reading electrochemical, florescent or colorimetry signal changes. G-quadruplex based biosensors have the potential to replace antibody-based detection and to develop the detection of SARS-CoV-2 and other pathogens.40

Molecular imprinted polymer based sensors with a unique selectivity and sensitivity can be employed for the detection of SARS-CoV-2.41 Previously, the detection of the Zika virus, Ebola virus and Norovirus have been successfully performed by selecting their DNA or virus specific aptamers as the recognition element, respectively. Thus, the detection of SARS-CoV-2 can be suggested by choosing a specific and suitable polymer and applying the CoV specific aptamer as the recognition element. To develop the sensing materials, polymers belonging to the acrylic group, such as acrylamide, acrylic acid, methyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate, ethyl acrylate and their mixtures are preferred. They can be additionally reinforced on graphene or conducting metal oxides to offer improved and enhanced conductivity.41 Indeed, molecular imprinting technology can be considered as a suitable strategy to apply molecularly imprinted NPs with a unique capability for selective recognition and binding of the spike protein receptor-binding domain of SARS-CoV-2.42 In one study, the potential application of the biocompatible polymeric material as molecular imprinted polymer-based monoclonal-type plastic antibodies for blocking the function of the virus spike protein was proposed.42 Additionally, these designed NPs could be potentially utilized as free-drug therapeutics for treating COVID-19, and when also loaded with antiviral agents, could be employed as a strong multimodal system combining their ability to block the virus spike protein with the targeted delivery of the loaded drug. Furthermore, they can be designed to become an immuno-protective vaccine or a molecular imprinted polymer-based sensor for the detection of SARS-CoV-2.42

An electrochemical immunosensor fabricated using a gold NPs modified carbon electrode and the recombinant spike protein S1 (as the biomarker) was reported for the detection

![Fig. 4](image_url) The one-step rapid quantification of SARS-CoV-2 virus particles via low-cost nanoplasmonic sensors: (a) the designed nanoplasmonic resonance sensor for evaluating the SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus concentration; and (b) a photograph (middle) of one piece of the Au nanocup array chip with a drop of water on top. The scanning electron microscopy image (left) demonstrates the replicated nanocup array. The transmission microscopy image (right) demonstrates that air and water on the device surface have different colors, green and red/pink, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref. 38.
of MERS-CoVs. This immunosensor holds promise for the simultaneous detection of various CoVs (20 min), and demonstrated a linear response of 0.001 to 100 ng mL\(^{-1}\) and 0.01 to 10000 ng mL\(^{-1}\) for detecting MERS-CoVs and human CoVs, respectively. Additionally, the resulting LOD values were 1.0 and 0.4 pg mL\(^{-1}\) for MERS-CoVs and human CoVs, respectively. In another study, a gold-NPs based electrochemical biosensor was constructed for detection of the SARS-CoV-2 spike S1 protein antigen. The biosensor was fabricated by applying a fluorine-doped tin oxide based substrate, and gold NPs were utilized as a signal amplifier owing to the significant electrical conductivity. To produce the biosensing platform, gold NPs (~29 nm) were drop cast, and then the monoclonal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 were immobilized to prepare the immunosensor. The LOD of the immunosensor was about 10 fM for detection of the COVID-19 antigen (spike protein), and it could be employed for detection of the COVID-19 antigen (spike protein) at a concentration up to 120 fM, and more than three times. Additionally, a cheap and sensitive cobalt-functionalized TiO\(_2\) nanotubes-based electrochemical sensor was designed for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 via sensing of the spike present on the surface of the virus within about 30 s. The sensor specifically detected the S-receptor binding domain protein of SARS-CoV-2, even at a very low concentration (14–1400 nM); the sensor exhibited a linear response for the detection of the viral protein over the concentration range.

For rapid and sensitive detection of the SARS-CoV-2 spike 1 (S1) protein, an innovative method was introduced by applying the SARS-CoV-2 receptor ACE2, which can produce matched pairs with commercially available antibodies (Fig. 5). ACE2 and S1-mAb were paired with each other for capture and detection in a lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA) that did not cross-react with the SARS-CoV Spike 1 or MERS-CoV Spike 1 protein. As a result, the SARS-CoV-2 S1 (<5 ng of recombinant proteins/reaction) was identified by the ACE2-based LFIA. The LOD was about 1.86 \(\times\) 10\(^5\) copies mL\(^{-1}\) in clinical specimens from COVID-19 patients, without any cross-reactivity for nasal swabs from healthy subjects.

### 2.2. For the detection of antibodies

A rapid and sensitive LFIA was introduced by applying lanthanide-doped polystyrene NPs to detect anti-SARV-CoV-2

---

**Fig. 5** (a) The detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike 1 antigens using a cellular receptor (ACE2)-based LFIA. (b) The designed ACE2-based LFIA included a sample pad, conjugate pad, nitrocellulose membrane, and absorbent pad. The test line placed on the nitrocellulose membrane contains ACE2 for the detection of the SARS-CoV-2 spike antigen. The anti-IgG antibody was applied in the control line; and the detection result was achieved within 20 min. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44.
IgG in human serum. A recombinant nucleocapsid phosphoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 was dispensed onto a nitrocellulose membrane to capture the specific IgG. Mouse anti-human IgG antibody was labeled with self-assembled lanthanide-doped polystyrene NPs, which served as a fluorescent reporter. This assay can be employed as a rapid and sensitive method for the detection of anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG in human serum and can permit positive detection in suspicious cases; additionally, it can be promising for evaluating COVID-19 progression and analyzing a patients' response to treatment. Additionally, a lateral flow combined IgG–IgM immunochromatographic assay was reported for rapid and simultaneous identification of IgM and IgG antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 in clinical blood samples within 15 min. After clinical evaluations, it was revealed that the sensitivity and specificity of this assay were 85.29% and 100.00%, respectively. It should be noted that the detection of SARS-CoV-2 related IgM tends to indicate a recent exposure to the virus, while detection based on IgG demonstrates exposure to the virus some time ago. Thus, compared with a single IgG and IgM evaluation, the combined IgG–IgM immunochromatographic strip test had a better sensitivity, and it showed potential for monitoring COVID-19 patients. For detection of IgM and IgG antibodies concurrently against SARS-CoV-2 (~15 min), researchers developed a rapid and simple POC lateral flow immunoassay that is applicable at different stages of viral infection. Accordingly, the sensitivity and specificity were 88.66% and 90.63%, respectively. This colloidal gold-based test kit was based on the conjugation of gold NPs to IgM/IgG antibodies in human serum, plasma and whole blood samples, but it appears that the specificity is not sufficient for COVID-19. Thus, it can cause some false responses for patients with irrelevant infections. Furthermore, a multiplexed grating-coupled fluorescent plasmonics biosensor platform was introduced for rapid and accurate measurement of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 in human blood serum and dried blood spot samples. This technique could be employed for the successful detection of IgM, IgG and IgA antibody–antigen interactions. Accordingly, the biosensor could evaluate antibody–antigen binding interactions for multiple targets in a single sample, and showed a high selectivity and sensitivity when measuring serum IgG levels against three SARS-CoV-2 antigens (spike S1, spike S1S2, and the nucleocapsid protein); the platform could result in a quantitative, linear response for serum samples diluted to as low as 1:1600 dilution. For evaluation of the test efficacy with other sample matrices, dried blood spot samples were utilized and analyzed using the biosensor, yielding 100% selectivity and 86.7% sensitivity for diagnosing prior COVID-19.

The properties of nanomaterials, such as a high surface-to-volume ratio, quantum size effects, remarkable adsorption and reactivity, as compared to their bulk form, are imperative to the design of biosensing techniques. Additionally, the size and shape of nanomaterials and nanoarchitectures can be optimized and designed, and thus surface modification/immobilization with various biological species through covalent or non-covalent bonding is possible to improve the biosensing features in terms of the LOD (increased up to several order of magnitudes), significant sensitivity/selectivity and rapid response towards the sample analytes. In one study, an opto-microfluidic sensing platform with gold nanospikes was developed for detection of the presence and amount of antibodies specific to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in 1 μL of human plasma diluted in 1 mL of buffer solution, within 30 min (Fig. 6). The target antibody concentration can be correlated with the LSPR wavelength peak shift of the gold nanospikes caused by the local refractive index alteration because of the antigen–antibody binding. The label-free microfluidic platform demonstrated a LOD of 0.08 ng mL⁻¹, falling under the clinically relevant concentration range. This platform provided a promising POC testing tool to complement standard serological assays and can make SARS-CoV-2 quantitative diagnostics easier, cheaper, and faster. However, it is critical to validate it for antibody tests for the COVID-19 pandemic, and also the electrodeposition process should be optimized to produce gold nanostructures with a smaller spacing and a higher aspect ratio, thus the antibody–antigen binding can generate a larger shift in the LSPR peak and improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor.

2.3. For the detection of cytokines
Application of biosensors for the constant evaluation of cytokine levels have demonstrated remarkable potentials for the diagnosis of COVID-19 progression/severity stages and analysis of the efficacy of anti-inflammatory treatments. For instance,
needle-shaped microelectrodes were suggested for the identification of changes in Interleukin-6 (IL-6) levels in real time.\textsuperscript{12} Additionally, by applying aptamer-modified graphene as the conducting channel, a wearable and deformable graphene-based field-effect transistor biosensor was designed for sensitive, consistent and time-resolved detection of cytokines in human biofluids (Fig. 7).\textsuperscript{52} The designed biosensor showed advantages, including a remarkable mechanical durability and consistent sensing responses, while conforming to non-planar surfaces such as the human body and withstanding large deformations. Additionally, a nonionic surfactant was deployed to reduce the nonspecific adsorption of the biosensor, hence, enabling cytokine detection (inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IFN-γ) in artificial tears (as a biofluid). As a result, this biosensor demonstrated a high potential for use in the consistent and sensitive detection of TNF-α and IFN-γ (with the LOD down to 2.75 and 2.89 pM, respectively).\textsuperscript{52} It appears that biosensors should be further evaluated and developed for clinical applications; wearable biosensors are promising candidates for continuous monitoring and follow up of patients with COVID-19.\textsuperscript{13}

\subsection*{2.4. For the detection of nucleic acids}
A colorimetric assay based on gold NPs was developed, and capped by appropriately constructed thiol-modified antisense oligonucleotides with sufficient specificity for the N-gene (nucleocapsid phosphoprotein) of SARS-CoV-2; accordingly it showed potential for the selective and visual naked-eye diagnosis of COVID-19 (~ 10 min), but its performance can be influenced by the quantity of loaded virus (Fig. 8).\textsuperscript{53} The thiol-modified antisense oligonucleotide-capped gold NPs agglomerated selectively in the absence of the target RNA sequence of SARS-CoV-2 and showed an alteration in its surface plasmon resonance (SPR).\textsuperscript{53} Additionally, the utilization of RNaseH could cleave the RNA strand from the RNA-DNA hybrid, causing a visually detectable precipitate from the solution mediated by the additional agglomeration among the gold NPs. The selectivity of the assay has been checked in the presence of MERS-CoV viral RNA with a LOD of about 0.18 ng µL\textsuperscript{-1} of RNA having a SARS-CoV-2 viral load. Thus, this study reported selective and visual naked-eye detection of SARS-CoV-2, with no requirement for any sophisticated instrumental techniques.\textsuperscript{53}

Interestingly, a double-operational plasmonic biosensor combining the LSPR sensing transduction and the PPT influence, offered a promising substitute for the diagnosis of COVID-19, clinically.\textsuperscript{10} The delicate recognition of certain arrangements from SARS-CoV-2 via nucleic acid hybridization was performed by using the 2-D gold nano-islands decorated with complementary DNA receptors.\textsuperscript{10} The thermos-plasmonic heat was produced on the chip for an improved sensing performance, which upon illumination at their plasmonic resonance frequency and under local PPT heat, could improve the in situ hybridization temperature and enable the precise discernment of two similar gene sequences. This biosensor showed remarkable sensitivity for the examined SARS-CoV-2 sequences with a much lower detection limit at a concentration of 0.22 pM, and permitted specific target recognition in a multigene mixture.\textsuperscript{10} In this study, Qui \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{10} reported that by using LSPR excited at two different wavelengths and the plasmonic resonances of PPT, remarkable stability, reliability and sensitivity properties in diagnosis are achievable.

A paper-based colorimetric assay for DNA detection based on pyrrolidinyl peptide nucleic acid (acpcPNA)-induced NP aggregation has been proposed as an alternative to conventional techniques for the detection of SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{54} These PNA probes are an attractive alternative to DNA and RNA probes owing to the chemical and biological stability and simple related synthetic methods; they can also hybridize successfully with the complementary DNA strands. Indeed, the acpcPNA probe comprises a single positive charge from the lysine at the C-terminus and results in aggregation of the citrate anion-stabilized silver NPs in the absence of complementary DNA.\textsuperscript{54} In the presence of the target DNA, the anionic DNA-acpcPNA duplex was generated, which can cause the dispersion of silver NPs as a result of the electrostatic repulsion, providing an enhancement in the detectable color change. This technique was introduced for detecting and analyzing synthetic MERS-CoV, \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis}, and human papillomavirus DNA; however, it may also be suitable for the detection of SARS-CoV-2. The acpcPNA probe showed significant selectivity for the complementary oligonucleotides over single-base-mismatch, two-base-mismatch, and noncomplementary DNA targets. Importantly, some parameters for controlling the sensitivity/ selectivity issues of this assay should be noted, such as the silver NP concentration, DNA strand mismatches, ionic strength, and
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\caption{An ultra-flexible graphene field-effect transistor biosensor: (a) a schematic diagram of the biosensor produced on an ultrathin film. A photograph of the flexible device conformably attached onto (b) a human wrist and (c) an artificial eyeball. (d) The stretchable biosensor can be stretched with the activity of the human body. Reproduced from ref. S2, (CC BY 4.0).}
\end{figure}
PNA concentration. Additionally, aptamers and molecular beacons have been suggested instead of PNA.

### 3. Challenges and opportunities

One of the important challenges for constructing suitable biosensors is to capture a signal of very low magnitude that takes place between the biological species (bio-receptor and analyte). To solve the problem, nanomaterials can be employed as labels to obtain a remarkable improvement in the signal, high enough to be easily detectable. As an example, metallic nanomaterials (e.g., gold or silver NPs) and quantum dots can be analyzed and employed for labeling by attaching them onto the targeted DNA/bio-recognizing probe. This can cause a synergetic effect owing to the nano-labeling consequences to significantly amplify the electrochemical signal, and make it possible to design ultrasensitive and selective labeled-biosensing strategies. In this regard, future studies should be performed based on taking advantage of the various attractive physicochemical characteristics of nanoscale materials (especially optical, electrical, magnetic, and opto-magnetic properties) for the development of nano-enabled biosensing approaches for the specific detection of viruses, especially MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 (Table 3). However, limited analyses have been performed to develop these nanomaterials-based biosensors for SARS-CoV-2 detection. These techniques can be applied instead of PCR-based testing for COVID-19, with the advantages of simplicity, cost-effectiveness, fast response and real-time diagnostic procedures. These nanomaterial-enabled biosensors primarily rely on the nucleic acid and protein (antigen/antibody) mediated detection of SARS-CoV-2, although they have not yet yielded 100% accuracy owing to the contamination of these highly sensitive bio-receptors, and ultrasensitive, rapid, and portable SARS-CoV-2 sequence detection methods are highly demanded. For instance, the technique based on CRISPR-Cas12, or in the case of nanomaterial-based biosensors based on the aerosol mediated diagnosis method, have the advantages of a fast response, sensitivity, and a lack of sample perturbation. Importantly, the scale up of these detection methods is very important; in the lab scale, these biosensors have exhibited an approved stability, fast response time, and high sensitivity/selectivity. However, this may change in the case of real sample evaluations, and several factors, such as the characteristics of the target antigen/protein/antibody, nanomaterial features, and other important biomolecules may influence the obtained results, as well as the performance of the nanomaterial based biosensing devices.

Nano and biosensors should be technically developed for highly efficient detection of SARS-CoV-2 in various clinical samples, including urine, blood, saliva, and nasopharyngeal swabs. One of the important limitations for developing biosensors based on biological reagents (such as antibodies, DNA, and antigens) is the time consuming and costly procedure of extraction and/or preparation of the target biological metrics/reagents. Thus, designing nanomaterials-enabled biosensors that do not need extra extraction procedures is very necessary. For instance, a rapid electrochemical diagnostic kit composed of fixed/screen printed electrodes was constructed for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 via the differentiable fingerprint of the viral glycoproteins at various voltage positions. The sensor was activated upon coating a layer of coupled graphene oxide with sensitive chemical compounds along with gold nanostars; this technique, without the need for extraction procedures and biomarkers, could identify trace amounts of the virus in about 1 min with a high sensitivity. The electrochemical detection mechanistic evaluations showed the surface-confined mechanism via the adsorption procedure, providing differentiable detection of pathogenic viruses within selected aquatic biological media.
### Table 3  Some important examples of nano-based sensors for the detection of SARS-CoV-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanomaterial</th>
<th>Biomarker</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic NPs</td>
<td>Poly(amino ester) with carboxyl group-coated magnetic NPs; Biotinylated probe</td>
<td>Linear correlation: 10 to 10⁵ copies of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus particles; 10-copy sensitive; NPs enabled improved RNA extraction; LOD was about 0.4 fM; total assay time was about 100 min; dynamic detection range covers three orders of magnitude; the process was based on circular amplification based on magnetic biosensing</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 virus RNA</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold NPs</td>
<td>Thiol-c-DNA receptors/ nucleic acid</td>
<td>LOD of about 0.22 ± 0.08 pM; detection range was about 0.1 M to 1 M; the assay was based on the combined effects of PPT and LSPR mediated biosensing</td>
<td>ORF1ab-COVID, and E genes from SARS-CoV-2; viral sequences including RdRp-COVID</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thiol-modified antisense oligonucleotides specific for the N-gene (nucleocapsid phosphoprotein) of SARS-CoV-2 Oligo probe</td>
<td>Detection limit of about 0.18 ng mL⁻¹; detection range: 0.2-3 ng mL⁻¹; assay time was about 10 min; the process was based on plasmonic effect based colorimetric biosensing</td>
<td>RNA [N-gene of SARS-CoV-2]</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recombinant antigen of SARS-CoV-2 and rabbit-IgG</td>
<td>Assay time was about 15 min; the process was based on colorimetric dependent lateral flow immunoassay based biosensing</td>
<td>IgM and IgG antibodies</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen printed carbon electrode (SPCE)-based sensing device</td>
<td>Monoclonal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>LOD of about 10 fM; sensitive for detecting SARS-CoV-2 antigens; amperometric biosensing technique</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 spike antigen in saliva samples</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monoclonal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>Detection of viral antigen at 10 fM concentration in standard buffer sample; LOD was about 90 fM in the case of spiked saliva samples using an SPCE mediated homemade biosensor device; detection of antigen traces in patient saliva within one min; stability for up to 28 d; amperometric biosensing technique</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 spike antigen in saliva samples</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer NPs coated with dye streptavidin (Crimson red)</td>
<td>Rabbit anti-fluorescein antibody, sheep anti-digoxigenin antibody, and biotinylated bovine serum albumin</td>
<td>LOD was about 12 copies (for each detection target) per reaction; total diagnostic test was completed within 1 h from sample collection to result interpretation; analytical sensitivity was 100%; specificity was 100%; the assay required simple heating equipment to maintain a constant temperature of 63 °C for 40 min; the process was based on multiplex reverse transcription loop mediated isothermal amplification coupled with a NP-based lateral flow biosensor</td>
<td>ORF1ab and N genes of SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Spike protein antibody</td>
<td>Colorimetric and lateral flow methods. Additionally, to design well-organized biosensors, one of the most important parts is transporting the targeted molecules to the functionalized surface of them. In this regard, robust simulation (reliable, fast, and stable numerical modelling) of these systems and their related chemical reactions can help improve the designed biosensors. For instance, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been employed for various related biomedical studies involving design, validation and proof-of-concept.</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 spike protein</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detection limit is very important because of the relatively low viral concentration in patient samples; it appears that magnetic, plasmonic, and electrochemical devices have exhibited the lowest LOD, indicating they are promising techniques. However, an important drawback regarding these magnetic and plasmonic methods is that they typically require specialized instrumentation both for production and operation, creating challenging portability issues. Therefore, improved procedures are highly necessary to make them more portable, and also improve their sensitivity to be applicable to POC use. Furthermore, some techniques based on colorimetric, electrochemical, and lateral flow assays have demonstrated greater portability, permitting better operation in the field as they do not need a laboratory infrastructure and instrumentation to obtain the results. On the other hand, the plasmonic and magnetic techniques require a laboratory infrastructure, and also have the advantage of a higher throughput, allowing more samples to be evaluated in one step; the electrochemical and plasmonic techniques allow a better and fastest readout compared with the colorimetric and lateral flow methods. Additionally, to design well-organized biosensors, one of the most important parts is transporting the targeted molecules to the functionalized surface of them. In this regard, robust simulation (reliable, fast, and stable numerical modelling) of these systems and their related chemical reactions can help improve the designed biosensors. For instance, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been employed for various related biomedical studies involving design, validation and proof-of-concept.

### 4. Conclusions and future outlooks

Rapid, convenient, and large-scale diagnosis is vital for the treatment and management of COVID-19 (especially asymptomatic and/or early-stage patients) resulting from SARS-CoV-2, especially for reducing and controlling its spread. Traditional techniques for the detection of respiratory viruses are generally costly, time consuming, and labor intensive, and they require
specialized laboratory equipment and expertise. Nano- and biosensors can be considered as sensitive, selective, and affordable analytical diagnostic systems for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 and related viral infections. Indeed, the low-level detection of a targeted disease biomarker can be highly suitable for the better evaluation, management, and treatment of viral disease progression. The surface functionalization and modification of NPs can facilitate the faster and more specific detection of SARS-CoV-2, even in the early stages of infection. Moreover, to improve the diagnosis and accuracy, combinational diagnosis/detection procedures for various kinds of biomarkers, via applying multiplex nano- and biosensors, could be a useful strategy. On the other hand, to improve the reliability and reproducibility of these sensors, machine learning-based signal procedures and the related obtained results are an essential area of focus for researchers.

It appears that more elaborate academic analyses and studies should be systematically carried out to solve these challenging issues, especially with regards to false negative/positive results, validation processes, detection speed, simplicity, selectivity, sensitivity, cost-effectiveness, and public usability. Nanotechnology can enable extreme progress regarding the fabrication of innovative diagnostic sensors, the integration of novel devices, better optimization/validation, and improvements in sensing performances at the POC. Future studies should be planned to find and design innovative and next-generation non-invasive, specific, affordable, and fast biosensing methodologies and technologies for diagnostic applications, to manage pandemics and life-threatening infectious diseases in particular. Remarkably, sensing devices with suitable cost-effectiveness, miniaturization, and user-friendly features have received considerable academic attention, and companies and industry in particular are focused on these smart nano- and biosensors (with high sensitivity/selectivity features) for use as highly qualified and intelligent diagnostic systems/platforms. Importantly, owing to the occurrence of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 patients, public and home-use nano- and biosensors may enable immediate detection of this virus and accordingly provide better control and management of COVID-19. In this regard, novel smartphone-based biosensors and colorimetric strips targeting antibodies/antigens have shown potential for use in the home and for simple POC testing.
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